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A SHIP LIKE A MONSTER
The Viking warships had fantastic
animals and monsters on their prows.
Their job was to frighten people and
protect the ship.

Draw a monster to the prow of the ship and give
the ship a name!

e h a v.

Nagubona är sjöfarare. Det
gamla vapnet från Nagu anväds
nuförtiden i hela Pargas område.

2.

COLOUR IN

The sails of Vikings were often stripy.

Colour the ship and decorate the sails the way you like!

3.

YOU NEVER GUESS…
The rower sat on a wooden box,
where he also kept his clothes,
weapons and booty. During
nights, he slept on the bench.

Can you guess which word
derives from the word BENCH?
Hint: Begins with the same
letter as bench. Still a storage
for valuables. The right answer
is on the bottom of the page.

4.

FUN WITH THE CAPTAIN
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BANK

STEERING GAME
One of you is the captain and the others form a line.
The captain chooses a nearby destination, where
he will steer his ship. The captain can only use
commands “Starbord” (right), “Port” (left), “Forward”
and “Anchor”. Will the ship reach its goal?

WHO OWNS THE SHIP?
The owner of the Viking ship always had to stay in a
hooting distance from his ship. If the owner did not turn
up after hooting three times, one could take over the
ship. That is why Vikings often lifted their ships on land
for the night. How far can you hear the hooting of your
friend?
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Na g u

TOLD BY THE STARS

Vikings navigated with the help of the sun, the moon and the stars. With the help of the
Plough, you can easily find the North Star, which always tells you where the north is.

Can you find a sea creature hiding among the stars?
Look for it by drawing a line between the stars 1 – 46.
DID YOU KNOW
The sea was higher during Viking
times. At that time, the harbour of
Nagu was underwater, the kingdom of
algae and fish.
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DID YOU KNOW
Olav might have visited
Nagu! He plundered in the
Finnish coastline when
he was 12 and sailed past
Finland when he was
exiled.
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6.

COULD YOU BE
A VIKING

How many can you do?

Tie knots
Row a boat
Eat fish
Drink mead
Sing a glad song
Shout a battle cry
Wade in shallow water
olav.pargas.fi
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7.

A DAY AS A VIKING
Today I am a clever Viking.

I carefully study the sand on the beach, the roots of the pine trees
and the holes between the rocks. I collect treasures that are not
alive and are no one’s own. I bury a treasure and draw the treasure
map on the sand. I climb on a boulder and observe the ships passing
by. Are they carrying something valuable? Where are they heading?
I hide behind a boulder and disguise myself in the sand, tiptoeing
around quietly and unnoticed. When I see another Viking, I let out
my battle cry!
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